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Creative Writing Everyone has a preferred location to escape when he feels 

like relaxing. They always go there when they want to be alone away from 

noise and disturbance of people. My best and comfortable place is spring. 

Spring is considered the king of seasons. The springtime makes me relax as 

no other location could do. I normally enjoy the beauty and charming nature 

of this wonderful season. 

During spring season, I prefer spending more hours outside my house, be it 

mountains or fields. I love sitting on grass as I listen to the sound of nature 

around. When I glance around me , during this time, I see beautiful and clear

things. For instance, the tall green vegetation and leaves of the trees sway 

breeze. Then I see pastel or bright flowers surrounding me. Swarm of bees 

rush around to take their positions to make honey. I also notice butterflies of 

different colors flying everywhere on the flowers. Most days are sunny and 

bright. The sky is beautiful with little blue clouds, and tall trees swaying fresh

air around me. One of the sounds I enjoy most is sounds of singing and 

chirping birds as they create their melody songs. After sitting for some time, 

I hear light breeze down the trees and rustling sound of leaves. Besides the 

two sounds, the spring provides a peaceful quietness that you can never get 

in a town or a city. That is the reason I love nature a spring (Wallace, 2009). 

The greening of the grass is the first thing to see, the heralding, with brilliant

green that grows like a carpet everywhere. The trees are warmed by fresh 

rain and sunlight, which began to unfold their leaves until their trees 

unfurled the finery. The new life greenery came that felt long dormant 

pleasure and realized how much I missed the scenario. In addition to the 
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flowery boom, there are crocuses, daffodils, apples, daffodils, and lilacs. Each

of the features is beautiful, with each marking splash of life and color in the 

nature’s canvas. Closer to my heart is the apple blossoms. There is 

something lovely in walking through the apple orchard. There was a brilliant 

gentle fragrance and white beauty when the apples are in their full boom. 

Birds conduct the morning period symphony, they start early enough, before 

dawn, and they continue until morning towards midday. 

The bird’s calls, chattering, and twittering interweaves with sunlight to 

brighten the day on to actions. Another pleasing sound is that of peepers. 

The peepers are small dogs that emit a peeping mating call. In the evening, 

the geese are the most active and flying about. The sounds evoked the 

wildlife images in my mind, especially the marshes ‘ painting in the evening. 

In spring, the flowers produces a sweet fragrance normally referred to as 

subtler scents. The first smell normally comes during sun rising and shines 

strong to create a given bed sheet aroma warmed by the sunlight. The fresh 

air reinvigorates a person and tends to freshen the environment. 
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